
10 Everyday Modifications For Your Triumph
That Will Enhance Your Riding Experience!

Are you a Triumph motorcycle owner looking to add a personal touch to your
ride? Are you in search of everyday modifications that can enhance both the
performance and the aesthetic appeal of your Triumph? Look no further, as we
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provide you with a comprehensive guide on 10 incredible modifications that will
take your Triumph to the next level!

1. Upgraded Exhaust System

One of the easiest and most satisfying modifications you can make to your
Triumph is upgrading to a high-performance exhaust system. Not only will this
modification provide an exhilarating sound experience, but it will also enhance the
overall performance of your motorcycle.
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2. Custom Paint Job

If you want to make a bold statement with your Triumph, a custom paint job is the
way to go. Personalize your motorcycle with unique and vibrant colors that reflect
your individuality and style.

3. LED Lighting

Upgrade your Triumph's lighting system with energy-efficient LED bulbs. Not only
will this make your motorcycle more visible on the road, but it will also enhance its
overall appearance, especially during nighttime rides.
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4. Performance Air Filter

Increase your Triumph's engine efficiency and power by installing a high-
performance air filter. This modification will allow better airflow, resulting in
improved combustion and enhanced performance.

5. Comfortable Seat

Enhance your riding experience by replacing the stock seat with a more
comfortable and ergonomically designed one. Long rides will become much more
enjoyable with a seat that provides proper support to your body.

6. Suspension Upgrades

Upgrade your Triumph's suspension system to ensure a smoother ride and better
handling. There are various aftermarket suspension options available that cater to
different riding styles and preferences.

7. Upgraded Brakes

Upgrade your brakes to improve your Triumph's stopping power. High-
performance brake pads and rotors will not only enhance safety but also offer a
more responsive braking experience.

8. Adjustable Levers

Replace your stock levers with adjustable ones that can be customized according
to your hand size and riding preferences. This modification will ensure a
comfortable and precise control over your motorcycle.

9. Windshield

Add a windshield to your Triumph to minimize wind resistance and increase riding
comfort, especially during high-speed rides or long trips. Choose a height and



style that suits your preference.

10. Performance Tires

Upgrade your stock tires to high-performance ones that offer better grip and
traction. Improved tires will greatly enhance your Triumph's cornering abilities and
overall road grip.

In , these everyday modifications for your Triumph will not only enhance your
riding experience but also showcase your personal style and preferences. It's
essential to remember that when making modifications, it's important to choose
reputable aftermarket brands and seek professional guidance if necessary.

Investing in these modifications is a fantastic way to make your Triumph stand out
from the crowd and truly reflect your personality. So, go ahead and give your
Triumph the upgrade it deserves!
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The books in the Everyday Modifications series are designed to guide classic car
owners through the workshop skills needed to make their vehicles easier to use
and enjoy. This book is concerned with improving the 4-cylinder Spitfire and
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Herald, and the 6-cylinder Vitesse and GT6, with engines ranging in size from
948cc to 1998cc. Classic car author and journalist Iain Ayre gives his hands-on
advice on maintaining and modifying the Triumph Herald/Vitesse and
Spitfire/GT6, covering both keeping them going and either subtly or dramatically
improving them, with additional rescue options offered for Triumphs deemed
economically terminal. The advice, based on decades of restoration and racing,
covers improvements in power, handling, comfort and safety; period design faults
isolated and remedied; electrics demystified, modernizing options discussed; six
case studies; radical - as well as mild - modification options discussed. Superbly
illustrated with over 250 colour photographs including rare period shots.
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